
Headteacher Subject Commendations November 2019

Subject

Classics Lily 11T

Excellent effort in Classics this half term; consistently creative and thoughful responses to class and homework tasks.  Excellnet group work and leadership skills 

in class

Classics Hannah 10T

Outstanding commitment to Ancient Greek this term, and cerative homeworks in Classics, completed with excpetional effort and care.  Consistent hard work in 

developing knowledge of the alphabet and vocabulary in Greek

Classics Kitty 9C

Kitty has made an exceptionally good start to Year 9 Classics.  Consistently thoughtful, hard-working and engaged in lessons and the effort she has put into 

homework has been excellent.  Always keen to push further with her thinking and always ready to lend a hand, Kitty is an excellent role model to others

Classics Kitty 9T Exceptional effort on the termly Latin Memrise competition, with a score of over 278,000 points in 30 days

Classics Lucy 9C

Consistent effort and enthusiasm in class; thoughtful care put into all hoework and classwork tasks; hard work on vocabulary revision; infectious enthusiasm for 

the subject.

Classics Millie 8C

Very enthusiastic and hardworking; inquisitve and eager to learn more about the subject. Millie has started learning Latin in her own time and using words she's 

learnt in her work.

DT Maya 9T

Exceptional care and attention to detail in her project work.  Has demonstrated resilience and responded positively to the need for improvement and 

development in order to sole design problems.

DT Rawan 9C Rawan has made significant progress demonstrating greater independence, creativeity and skill in her project work

French Anna 8M Excellent work this term, very foucsed and ambitious

French Glenys 9R Always produces work of a high standard. Very positive attitude to learning

French Harmon 10R Has made a very good start to her GCSE course, much improved effort

French Cecilia 11M Very focused, always produces her best work, contributes in class

Geography Zainab 7M Has made a fantastic start to geography - working hard and has made good progress

Geography Assia 7M Has made a fantastic start to geography - working hard and has made good progress

Geography Kiri 7M Has made a fantastic start to geography - working hard and has made good progress

Geography Hannah 7M Has made a fantastic start to geography - working hard and has made good progress

Geography Ondine 8R For working very hard, exceptional effort in her homework

History Mikayla 7R Excellent contributions to class discussion

History Tia-Elizabeth 10T Great focus and effort

History Matilda 10R Great focus and effort

History Siraad 10M Great focus and effort

History Fahima 10T Great focus and achievement

History Saara 11M Fantastic focus and achievement

History Mikayla 7R Excellent contributions to class discussion

History Isobel 7T Enthusiasm for the subject and good contributins to class discussions

History Raeesah 8C Great progress in history this term

History Kaia 8C Excellent contributions to class and achievement

History Eliza 9M Thoughtful contributions to class discussions and excellent developed written work

History Rene 9M Outstanding achievement and effort in history written work



History Tia-Elizabeth 10T Great focus and effort in history this term

History Matilda 10R Great focus and effort in history this term

History Emilia 10T Great focus and effort in history this term

History Fahima 10T Great achievement in history this term

History Saara 11M Fantastic focus and achievement in history this term

History Rosie 11R Fantastic focus, effort, achievement and contributions to class discussions

History Amalia 11M Good achievement and contributions to lessons

History Sophie 11T Good effort and contributions to lessons

Maths Io 7C Going above and beyond and showing a great enthusiasm for learning mathematics

Maths Jamie 7M Great attitude exemplified by always finishing the work first

Maths Emily 7T Great commitment during half term.  Every single lesson is great.

Maths Isobel 8C Positive approach to studying mathematics

Maths Faith 8M Works really hard in lessons, completes extra Hegarty Maths and is always postiive and motivated to do well in lessons

Maths Olivia 9R Improved her behaviour and effort in lessons after a difficult start

Maths Charlotte 9C Consistently works hard in lessons and completes all tasks

Maths Hafsa 9T Consistently works hard in lessons 

Maths Sumayyah 10C Excellent contributins to class discussins and always focused on work in lessons

Maths Rosslyn 10C Consistently good contributions to class discussions, always fully engaged in the lessons

Maths Sophia 10M For the way she applies herself in lessons and the effort she makes to understand the subject rather than just learn it by heart

Maths Grace 11R

Grace is an absolutely lovely student. In class she works well with everyone, is extremely collaborative and is always unfailingly kind and polite to all.  Beyond this 

she always gives her best in maths, she strives for excellence and often achieves it, but even when she doesn't quite understand she seeks to clarify and accept 

advice and always acts on it.  Her book work is impeccable, demonstrating just one aspect of her conscientious nature.

Maths Raisa 11R

Raisa is a testament to hard work and resilience.  She is always 100% engaged during lessons and has a super positive and cheerful appraoch to her work which 

has a psotiive effect on others in the class.  Raisa is always the first to offer an answer to any question posed, even if unsure she will have a go because she 

knows she will learn from the outcome either way.  Raisa has taught herself to enjoy problem solving and this has contributed to the momentum of her 

progress.

Maths Alice 11M

Alice has always worked very hard inside and outside lessons.  No matter the level of difficulty she is focused and attentive.  Her written work reflects a logical 

and sophisticated approach to maths.  Her great passion for the subject is balanced by her incredible self-discipline.  An excellent mathematician and most 

diligent of students.

Spanish Teagan 8M Fantastic attitude for earning, very hard working and excellent motivation and participation.  She is a pleasure to teach

Spanish Lia 9C Excellent effort and drive in Spanish, always makign great contributions and working very hard. She is a pleasure to teach

Spanish Phoebe 10T Great turnaround in Spanish, she is showing commitment and dedication t the subject.  Fantastic engagement and effort

Spanish Jeanne 11T

Jeanne is a great linguist and always gives her best.  Excellent attitude and motivation.  Commitment with MFL department in extra curricular activities eg: 

European Day of Languages + French Club

Spanish Lamia 8M Excellent contributions to Spanish lessons, Lamia is very enthusiastic and always eager to participate


